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AMD Environmental Today
AMD Environmental is a mechanical and electrical design and build
engineering specialist with a collaborative and sustainable
approach to delivering challenging and bespoke projects across
multiple industries.
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Today, we specialise in green, sustainable technologies delivering energy e

cient, low

carbon solutions, an this is supported by our market leading Energy Lifecycle
Modelling expertise.

Now celebrating 50 years, AMD Environmental has grown through its track record of

ﬁ

successful project delivery and the bene

cial extent of our full service o

ﬀ

ering,

including a complimentary full Facilities Management service. This includes providing
planned preventative maintenance services, maintaining our client’s assets and
working to minimise the risk of assets failing in the event of an emergency.
Distinguishing our approach is ensuring we are both responsible and ethical, achieved
by employing the most sustainable methodologies to delivering projects and
maintenance, whilst o

ﬀ

ﬁ

ering our clients the bene

ts of our collective knowledge and

guidance to aid them in achieving their goals.

With increasing demand for our services and approach around the country, we have
recently launched a new AMD North o

ﬃ

ce in Edinburgh, Scotland with a fully

mobilised team to cater for our clients growing requirements.
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We look for the
complex, it is where
we excel

"AMD Environmental strive to deliver unique and
multifaceted projects across numerous industry sectors.
Historically, we have exceled in delivering projects from design
phase through to install, despite challenges arising from historical
buildings or design changes, and also by maintaining

ﬁdentiality across highly sensitive projects whilst successfully

con

delivering them in line with the programme."
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We extend the boundaries
of proactive and eﬃcient
management

"At AMD Environmental, we believe in being proactive rather than
reactive, which is instilled through our workforce. Whether we are
delivering a project, maintenance, or energy consultancy service we
proactively seek out the solutions through precision planning,
before the problem presents itself."
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We are leading the way
on energy and carbon
reduction for our clients

ﬀ

"Our distinctive service o

ering of Energy Management

consultancy and energy Lifecyle Modelling makes us our clients'
preferred MEP contractor to partner with, helping them achieve
their sustainability goals."

An End-to-End
Bespoke Service
Approach

From concept and design to
installation and a

ercare.

Mechanical & Electrical
Energy & Carbon Reduction
Facilities Management

Accreditations & Useful Links

Partners & Accreditations

AMD Environmental Headquarters
Jupiter House

AMD Environmental North
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Pure O

ces,

Orbital One,

4-5 Lochside Way,

Green Street Green Road,

Edinburgh Park,

Dartford, Kent

Edinburgh

DA1 1QG

EH12 9DT

T: 01322 842200

T: 01322 842200

www.amdenvironmental.co.uk
enquiries@amdenvironmental.co.uk

